
Luxe Pool Loungers

Written by Victoria Fouts

Avoid the summer heat by relaxing in the pool on your own luxurious pool float. With so many styles to choose from, it can be
overwhelming to find what type best fits your summertime needs. Check out this AFM list of the best pool lounges for you and your
family!

 

Connelly Dock King Floating Island

Enjoy a nice, cold drink with friends without ever having to leave the pool. The Connelly Dock King Floating Island seats four people and has a
designated cooler storage space in the center of the pool float. Large backrests and molded in cup holders will provide comfort and relaxation
for those lazy days in the pool with the company of friends. The larger float comes with a separate individual lounge and repair kit as well.

Price: $299.99

www.overtons.com

 

Solstice Home Resort Series Aqua Sofa

This exquisite sofa can fit up to three adults or can serve as a private indulgence for just you. Inflate the float with the battery- operated pump
that comes with it and then spread out on the soft fabric top to rest your head on the three provided pillows. When you are done relaxing in the
pool, simply deflate the sofa and store it in the accompanying draw string carry bag.

Price: $169.95

www.qualitypooltoys.com
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Swimline Floating Game Station Set

Who doesn’t love a good game of cards? Have fun in the pool with this dual pool lounge and floating card table. Don’t worry about drifting
away from the game because the entire set is cleverly connected using bungees. The float also includes waterproof playing cards.

Price: $44.99

www.overtons.com

 

Dog Pool Float and Lounger

Don’t leave your pet out of the summer fun! The nylon- coated fabric is exceptionally strong and will remain safe from paws and claws. There
are several sizes available to accommodate different pet weights. So, no matter the size of your furry friend, they can still have fun in the pool
with you. Several color options are available such as tangerine, raspberry, Kentucky blue, lime, white, pool blue and yellow.

Price: $95.20- $177.30

www.floatingluxuries.com

 

Sunchaser Padded Luxury Floating Swimming Pool Lounge Chair

Enjoy a classic pool lounge experience with Sunchaser’s luxurious nautical striped float. The device is fully padded for extra comfort and comes
with a thick pillow for excellent head support. Each arm rest contains a cup holder for those frosty summer drinks in the water. This lounger is
designed to last season after season with its sturdy design.

Price: $98.11

www.poolproducts4less.com
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Disney Princess Sun Canopy Baby Pool Float

It can be difficult protecting a baby’s sensitive skin from the sun, especially during the summer months in Arizona. Thanks to this adorable pool
float, your little princess can enjoy the water safely with the rest of the family. The device has a mesh bottom with leg holes to hold her securely
and comes with the attached, adjustable canopy to protect her from those hot sun rays. This pool float is intended for infants between 9-24
months.

Price: $16.95

www.swimoutlet.com

 

Floating Luxuries

Find the perfect summer get away right in your own backyard with a high-quality pool float from Floating Luxuries. The brand has launched their
Kai line of products, each float designed to fit the individual style and size needs for their customers. Kai lounges are made with Sunbrella
marine fabric which resists stains, fading, and mold/ mildew. The floats come in a wide variety of colors such as ginko green, orange,
aquamarine, pacific blue, logo red, concord grape, and more.

Price: $79.95- $249

www.floatingluxuries.com
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